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TO BE A WRITER
The Instant Trick

A. How to Start Writing?

Many people always think that writing is difficult. It is wrong! Writing will be
fluently and normally, even easy, if we practice and practice! When I am writing, especially
fiction, as though I am looking a large screen of cinema. I look at the scene or the episode in
the movie, of course, it is only an imagination. Yep, it is like a dream! Then I translate my
imagination or my dream on my writing. How I do that? At the same time I am pressing the
keyboard of typewriter or computer.
The beginners usually asks how to start writing. After sitting in front of a typewriter
or computer they are often confused: “ What should I write first?” The idea is already in the
mind, but hesitate to write. To overcome the impasse, please, quickly to write whatever! Start
by writing about something. Please, typing and typing! The function of “writing whatever”
as a stimulant sentence. When we have a stimulant sentence, we will smoothly to write the
next sentence. Example, when I am already sitting in front of the typewriter or computer, I
am typing:
My God, the dog ran after me.

Remember, at that time I have set the options, I want to write a short story, poem, or
article. If I want to write a short story, I continue the sentence to be as below:
My God, the dog ran after me. I ran to the house. I am lucky,
there was a wood! So, when the dog should bite me, I beat it’s
head by wood fastly. The dog howl in pain and ran away. ….. (etc)

What must I do when I want to write a poetry? It was easy. I am typing:
My God, the dog ran after me
Hunting my breathing
Rip my blood
…… (etc)

B. Write Title at The Last
When we made the title at the beginning, our mind will be imprisoned by the title. So,
write the title at the last, in order we do not confined with the title. Remember, the title is not
theme or topic. Therefore, when you on writing do not thinking about the title. Please, ignore
the title. It is the last business!

C. Previously, Remove Reference Books
Maybe we need reference in writing, but when we start to write, please remove
reference books, clippings, or others. If we already held the reference from the beginning, we
are not free anymore, not creative, and imprisoned. When I am writing, although I know that
I need a reference, I ignore it. At first, I write and write. My writing is pure my mind. When I
considered that my writing is finish, even though only a draft, I read it and looked for which
the part of my writing need a reference. So, do not held reference at the beginning!

PLEASE,
GET THE COMPELETE E-BOOK!

